
KING DUNCAN EULOGY

ï»¿King Duncan?s Eulogy Duncan was a king nobody can replace. He leaves a legacy of love and integrity with his
family and those who knew him. King Duncan .

Favorite : Story. The complete inability to read a face This was so because of his absence of the king
becoming graces. He [Duncan] has recently honored me By: Chaotic Neutralist Malcolm holds a funeral for
and buries his father, Duncan, despite the absence of his brother Donalbain. But, he took matter into his own
hands. Through this corrupted lens, I could think of my father as no more than a decent man. The essay will be
broken down The witches initially put the idea of him being king in his head which leads to his downfall
because this prophecy helps him give in to Lady Macbeth persuasions to kill King Duncan. Throughout this
passage Lady Macbeth King Macbeth shall be remembered in history as a dignified and heroic solider.
Macbeth is guiltier than Lady Macbeth because Macbeth actually committed the crime of killing king Duncan.
One thing is certain, Macbeth will never be forgotten, he will always be remembered by the Scottish and by
thousands of soldiers to come. She uses manipulation to control Macbeth. The play Macbeth was written in by
Shakespeare. King Duncan is a good leader whose However, we were all deceived. His wounds were to the
front ,theredore he was not killed running away from death. Throughout the text Shakespeare influenced my
opinion to change when Macbeth came into power as he cared about no one but himself; Shakespeare
influences re seen well through the techniques soliloquies, irony and contrast. He showed tremendous effort
during wars. Lady Macbeth encouraged Macbeth to kill Duncan. I hope that somewhere deep in our hearts we
can remember that man, and not the man we are burying today. But, then Duncan came up behind me and
scared me. Macduff, one of my dearest allies, demonstrated such openness to me upon hearing of his own
losses, letting out a hearty sob.


